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Abstract

The methodological analysis of the 2020 pandemic management background, namely the essence 
of management implemented under the instructions of the Ministry of Health from February 2020 
in Poland and the hierarchy of factors in the COVID-19 pandemic management, has been carried 
out. It has been shown that the implemented model of management that has the characteristics of 
institutional violence and is evidence of copying, repeating phrases from other countries is also 
negatively perceived by the public. The positions of the proposers of this management and its 
opponents – supporters of alternative management – are presented. The issue of personal promotion
of the defective management model by artificially created authorities unable to elaborate empirical 
facts in the context of truthfulness is considered. 
The relevance of doctors' relationship to truth-telling about the management style is considered. It is
shown that physicians have become a part of the flawed pandemic management scheme because 
they have allowed themselves to be imposed with misconceptions about scientific methods and 
verification of facts and hypotheses. 

It is shown that it is reasonable to hypothesize that the 2020 pandemic management is derived from 
the nexus between monetarism and Sovietism and is even related to the era of clandestine 
management of health care education, which in turn has resulted in impossibilism in physicians' 
recognition of the goals and meaning of the Ministry of Health's instructions. 

The 2020 pandemic management exhibits uncreative characteristics (features, properties) due to the 
dominance of promotion, adaptation, and benefit over the passion for cognition. 

Pro-corporate (social reism, standard) and non-corporate (non-standard) management have been 
recognized, as well as ways to repair the entire sphere of management concerning fighting 
pandemic.
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1) A watch vs. the onset of pandemic management. Toward a change in teaching 
doctors
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Since February 2020, a specific type of management, pandemic one, has been developing. 
Explaining its basis is not apparent and requires thought. Let us start by saying that the government 
has been misled about the treatment of coronavirus by medical professors who have hidden the 
error or are unaware of it. We had observed that the thing happened in four conjugated stages.
1. First, the government began to copy phrases from the West. It is better to repeat as after mother. 
2.Then, the professors saw their easy chance as authorities and began to switch on the resting brain
1 and copy those sentences, which

3. seemed to the government a very reasonable proof – a proof of the truth that by copying 
pandemic management from other countries it is not making a mistake.

4 In response, the professors became even more eager to reinforce that line of management, 
knowing full well that they were telling an untruth2. 

The hidden essence of this procedure is whether pneumonia can be cured in two days 3, as many 
experts (Poles) claim, i.e. unlike the procedures of the Ministry of Health. As the creator of my own 
methodological school, I do not see any originality and pioneering in management by the 
government of M. Morawiecki.

Professors' argument is a testimony of copying, repeating, adapting the authority, rule, regulations, 
while violating the duty to perceive the world as an object of fusion of (a) truth and (b) social good. 

The opinion of the government (2020) does not have features of confrontation with proposers 
of alternative treatment, it is only featured by copying sentences required by the WHO funding 
system and is arbitrary. And it does not come eg from experience of Dr. Bodnar, professor Andrzej 
Frydrychowski and of analyses of COVID-19 performed by a lot of passionate doctors. 

All pandemic management does not accept information about the possibility of pandemic 
containment. Doctors did not want to hear about the suppression (elimination) of a "pandemic" in 
a week. Doctors have adapted to this style of management. Doctors matched what the government 
wanted from February 2020. They make "right" (accurate [suitable for this gigantic lie]) – for this 
type of management – statements.

The procedures contradict the position of clinics that successfully use the alternative type of 
treatment. Site visitation at these clinics is part of standard science, and forgoing it by doctors who 
insist on government management of the pandemic violates the principle of diagnostic, scientific 
research. 

Officially recommended (by the government) treatment procedures 4 are contrary to the 
recommendations of pro-social experts. They correspond to the so-called "banksterism", as this 
system calls from around 2020 the so-called the middle class who work hard to support their 

1 In the Polish school of anthropology such a brain is called reprilian. M.Zabierowski, Kulturowe i społeczne 
uwarunkowania komunikacji, Wrocław 2012, s. 1-152; ISBN 978-83-6390-00-7 („Cultural and social 
determinants of communication”, Military Academy of General Tadeusz Kościuszko).

2 We observe a series of government decisions. All government management since February 2020 has been 
flawed. We show that the "concretistic" mind – in anthropology: "reptilian" – is unable to cope with threats. 
This creates ambivalence according to the quadratic equation px(1-p) = 0. This is the cause of public rebellion 
against the government and the entire team the ruling party, which was supported by the nation on October 15,
2015.

3 Articles of A. Frydrychowski, Head of the Dep. Human Physiology (Gdańsk Medical Univ.) Dozens of well-known
and easily accessible public statements in Poland.

4 Poradnikzdrowie.pl (Health-helper), summer 2020.



families and who value doctors called Judims. (Judyms; singular: Dr. Judym). The people expects 
Doctors Judyms' approach. 5

Dr Judym – a doctor described in the novel by Stefan Żeromski entitled "Homeless people". He 
reminds those Polish doctors who, since February 2020, have been successfully treating in Poland –
unfortunately in the underground – despite persecution by the central authorities and by doctors 
who can be called beneficiaries of large concerns (even if they themselves do not think so). 

Judym heals ordinary people. In the showrooms in Warsaw, he patiently explains the mechanisms of
the faulty health care management system and that this management system needs repair because it 
ignores the needs of the society. Dr. Judym notices a lack of thinking for the benefit of social 
welfare in doctors in Warsaw who want to follow rigid procedures. Therefore, Dr. Judym begins 
treating people in the provinces who suffer from malaria (it was a common disease during the 
partitions, and even before World War II). It heals miners, for example. He decides to work among 
ordinary people. He is very successful in the fight for human health. 

The quoted – just now (from Poradnikzdrowie.pl – “Health-helper”) – sentence is methodologically
incorrect. This is explained in many articles on the website www.experientia.wroclaw.pl 6. – 
Doctors (government advisers) behave as if finding a watch in the woods does not prove the 
existence of a technogenic civilization. Finding a watch in the forest does not yet require finding 
a thousand more watches or even a second watch to realize the civilizational development level. 
Physicians have been imposed (by professors- doctors) the misconception that the repetitiveness of 
finding a watch is more important than analyzing its performance.

The demand to find a second watch in the forest to confirm the existence of civilization is an 
absolute methodological error in the field of professors' statements about clinical statistical 
research; it is a serious and even criminal error of understanding the case. When repeated by 
professors, it means that the problem of verification of the professorial staff is current. Such an 
understanding of truth, by statistical verification, is acceptable only if our knowledge of the patient 
and his/her suffering is completely reduced to a one-line report and we know nothing about the 
events concerning the treatment of an individual patient. Those professors say that they will believe 
in Christianity only if there are a hundred more stories of Christ.

It is clear from the complete analysis of the information on the COVID-19 treatment that there are 
scientific studies that confirm cures, i.e., recoveries from even agonal conditions of pneumonia, and
there has never been a finding of the ineffectiveness of this treatment, including allegedly 
"numerous side effects" compared to the recommended by the WHO methods of allegedly 
"numerous" manifestations of ineffectiveness. 

2) Hidden currents of human capital management in health care. Further 
analysis of the relationship of the Polish model of pandemic management vs. re-
purposing the issue of medical education reform

I am not claiming that the WHO is guided by something similar to "Instruction NK/003/47/ Top 
Secret/AA/OC113/Moscow, 3 April 1947" (from B. Bierut's chancellery; Bolesław Bierut became 
president as a result of the decisions of the Peace Conference in Potsdam in July and August 

5 In Poland Dr. Judym does not blindly follow state administration procedures. Dr. Judym is a cultural concept 
in Poland. He describes a passionate doctor who treats people – for the sake of passion. 

6 A. Zieliński, "The issue of management through the use of defective language in the Third Republic of Poland", 
March 2021; "Does Vaccination Modify Human DNA", March 2021; "Fundamentals of COVID Management", 
February 2021 (in Polish, www.experientia.wroclaw.pl). 



1945. ), but this role is performed efficiently by monetarism, “banksterism” (the term of the middle 
class), and the contemporary financial system.

Indeed, let us quote the Soviet instruction NK / 003/47 on science: “Eliminate the people who were 
proactive in presenting this concept. Make government employees (apart from law enforcement 
officers and miners) receive low salaries, especially in education. Introduce our [Soviet] secret 
services (without the knowledge of the Polish authorities) to all state bodies and workplaces. 
Promote those who don't analyze. To entrust higher positions to Polish officers, provided that our 
[NKVD] secret services are already there. Meanwhile, the Polish services were already 1. pro-
Soviet, but 2. were also additionally led (secretly) by the NKVD. This fusion was extremely strong. 
These two groups of officials (the first Polish pro-Soviet and the second pro-Soviet, but led by the 
NKVD) strengthened each other, rarely clashed. Only a group of the most talented professors could 
work, and most of them were the first or second pro-Soviet option, and also led by the NKVD. 
From February 2020, the entire pandemic was managed by the professors from the first option 
in 10% and from the second option in 90%.

I am not saying that professors who discriminate against alternative medicine are immediately 
service employees, but that feature of management indicated in the soviet NKVD Instruction 
undoubtedly took place. The vetting of scientists was planned by the first government of J. 
Kaczyński. 

The "management" option that eliminated analytical professors, the option of selecting "human 
material" was subordinate to the Soviet services. – We know this from the history of significant 
conflicts that arose in the sphere of personnel management around outstanding scientists. (It is 
underestimated by clinicians, doctors and professors that the secret Soviet leadership included 
medical academies.) 7 

If we take into account the NKVD's instruction, it is no wonder that clinicians, doctors from clinics 
and hospitals are unable to analyze the Covid-19 situation. They only perform procedures, they 
have no methodological mind.

In the Medical Academies, there were management cells indicated in the NKVD Instruction. They 
were not open. As a result, doctors were not taught the methodology of science, namely, disciplines 
that would allow them to see today the value of treatment other than that recommended by the 
WHO. Doctors were not taught the philosophy of science. That is what we have with the flawed, 
discriminatory evaluations of nonprocedural, non-corporate, and alternative medicine. Personnel 
was managed in such a way that mostly cognitively narrow-minded physicians were promoted.

In this mode of directing doctors to study at medical academies, mainly non-creative people, who 
had no passion for getting to know them, but only a desire to be promoted, to obtain a diploma – 
exactly as the NKVD had instructed. And that weighed heavily on today's (as of February 2020) 
pandemic management.

Professors on the Governing Board want to brutally manage the pandemic in a way that 
discriminates against independent doctors.

The Polish government has inscribed into a kind of global management and demands exclusivity to 
assess non-corporate methods. I have never been able to connect the evaluation of non-standard 
COVID -19 treatment methods presented by the government, by the government administration, 

7 I myself have many works on this subject that were created during my work at the Department of Sociology of the 
Wrocław University of Technology and there is no need to cite them. They appeared in the 1990s in the series 
"Cosmos-Logos", Wrocław University of Technology, as well as in the magazines of the Solidarity Region Board. 



with objective argumentation.8 It has always been from beginning to end a mixture of emotion and 
institutional violence, blatant abuse of post (a position in the hierarchy of management).

3) The relationship between the management model implemented since 
February 2020 vs. the issue of the so-called alternative medicine and verification 
of the veracity of empirical statements

The effectiveness of such an alternative therapy, not confirmed by the WHO management system, is
agreed upon by hundreds of physicians worldwide. Therefore, that means that there are – de facto – 
two contradictory systems of managing the fight against COVID -19. Some sources of a system 
alternative to the WHO class management mention the catalog entitled "jerzyzieba.com." There are 
sufficient means of verifying the veracity of empirical sentences in science to conclude that the 
COVID -19 fight alternative to WHO management has a viable basis and should be institutionally 
considered rather than rejected. Such rejection has the characteristics of violence in the COVID -19 
fight management.

Since February 2020, the government of Prime Minister Morawiecki has hysterically directed the 
attention of the entire nation that there is no cure for the terrible coronavirus. Government officials, 
that is people with a great load of loyalty to the government, were particularly subject to unusual 
devotion to the government position. This is an empirical fact. Such a class is easy to identify today.
As officials, they show – by nature, due to their profession in the state administration – remarkable, 
even complete trust in the media coverage of the government administration. They believed – and 
this is a service community without which the state could not function – that only official 
procedures (ie government procedures, reported in the media) made sense. They did so in good 
faith, rejecting, with the express direction of the government, any suggestion that the government, 
whether intentionally or not, was misleading the nation. This is an example of a tough pro-
government management option.

These are people with psychological traits (properties) professionally shaped to serve the state and 
the administrative apparatus sacrificially. Many officials reasoned this in 2020, as did the inspector 
of airport management in Krakow, M.Sc. Tomasz Żakowski, namely that government and 
administrative guidelines must be implemented, because this is the civic duty 
towards the state that informs citizens in the media about the best 
management of the pandemic. They acted loyally to the indications of the 
government administration and the ministry of health. 
Tomasz Żakowski fell ill in March 2020 with bronchitis, coughed, 38 degrees C. At that time, the 
government rejected all experts who proposed other treatment, and even wrote memorials to the 
prime minister on the matter that this type of management would cause waves of excess deaths. 
Inspector T. Żakowski complied with government procedures and agreed to be taken by an 
ambulance to the hospital. In the hospital, he was intubated (oxygen administration), connected to 
a ventilator, the so-called respirator. According to prof. Kuna (Marten:-) – a 100% defective 
treatment. After a few weeks of hard fighting, he died, and 8-year-old Franek and 2-year-old Ola are
still waiting for their father and are asking when he will return from work in the antipodes. There 
was no "treatment" at the hospital other than officially recommended by the government. The 
family's proposals were rejected. On April 23, 2020, he died in the field of defective pandemic 
management from February 2020.

8 J. Such, „Knowledge verification problems. Methodological studies”, Warsaw 1975, (in Polish). „Is there an 
experimentum crucis? Warsaw 1975, in Polish. Recommended by the NKVD apparatus to study in Leningrad, 
doctoral studies in Moscow. Member of the semi-NKVD party (PZPR). His affiliation with a branch of the NKVD, 
was carefully obliterated in the last decades.



3. From the point of view of alternative medicine, a completely flawed treatment regimen was used.
The government avoided confrontation in the media by officials of the ministry with experts who 
wanted to show the errors of official medicine.

This is what I have described that there are two contradictory management systems for the fight 
against COVID-19 due to mismanagement. The government has ignored the astronomical catalog 
of COVID-19 alternative treatment methods called "jerzyzieba.com" with the rationale for using 
these methods. From my point of view, as a methodologist of science (the logic of scientific 
discovery), the government rejected alternative COVID-19 treatment proposals arbitrarily, without 
justification. The proposals for alternative treatment meet the basics of verifying the truthfulness 
of empirical sentences in natural and empirical sciences. From a scientific point of view, the 
government should not reject this possibility. This hysterical – from February 2000 to December 
2020 – waiting for the health elixir was a wrong strategy and one should talk about the use 
of violence against the nation in terms of pandemic management.

The government has closed health care centers and ordered treatment by telephone. Physician 
professors recruited from the management of the WHO class- recommended procedures are unable 
to enter into a substantive discussion with the experts of the alternative medicines. Governmental 
media foster the dissimulation of an alternative way of managing the fight against COVID-19. It is 
possible to reconstruct that logical taxon, which corresponds to the highest degree of truthfulness, 
by analyzing the material available on the Internet. 

Professionals and doctors say that alternative treatments are not supported by scientific research and
are unethical, but it is also a crime against the truth, scientific research, and most of all against 
patients and their families, and means violation of the Hippocratic Oath as well.

In my opinion, as the author of many works published under the auspices of the Department 
of Bicybernetics at the Faculty of Medicine at Collegium Medicum (Jagiellonian University), 
the standard management of the fight against COVID-19 is based on the violation of scientific 
principles. It appears impossible that a professor does not know the meaning of the concept of 
scientific research or verification. Statements of managers of departments, hospitals, and clinics 
about the pandemic reveal deficiencies in scientific thinking. They expose shortcomings in 
education, especially scientific education, understanding scientific methods, and developing 
scientific statements. Moreover, they disclose deficiencies in humanistic methodological education 
and medical science methodology.9 – My observations have an interdisciplinary political sense.

I argue that any pandemic management would have been different if medical research had 
encompassed the methodology of empirical science. (This is relatively easiest to fix in health 
science studies.) Doctors, like the prime minister's advisers, would never comment on a pandemic 
as they did (as of February 2020) if they knew the humanities of medical science.10 

9 The methodology also includes the humanities of specifying facts, data, and the sciences. It includes 
the theories of Popper, Kuhn, Lakatos, Zahar, Tarski, Ajdukiewicz, Marian Mazur, Feyrabend. NKVD 
instruction No. 003/47 (1947): “To supervise laboratories and education. Do not allow the publication of 
valuable work. Remove Polish professors with authority. Exchange them for our [NKVD] officers. Abolish 
philosophy. Teach only in narrow fields. "

10 Doctors such as Simon, Horban, Gut would look at their pandemic theses differently if they knew 
the humanities of medical sciences, e.g. the philosophy of Ludwik Fleck's thinking styles – a Lviv doctor. The 
system is to blame. Instruction NK / 003/47 / Top Secret/ Moscow: "Create an influx of people who do not 
show interest in science, but only a desire to obtain a university diploma".



I claim as a methodologist of science that it cannot be stated in the form of any scientifically 
justified verdict that the methods from the “jerzyziemba.com” catalog should not be recommended 
by any institution responsible for introducing safe and proven COVID-19 treatments.11 

As an author of several hundred scientific papers in the field of methodology of science with many 
years of professional experience in the Institute of Physics at the Wroclaw University of 
Technology, in the Department of Sociology, in the Department of Humanistic Psychology, 
in the Institute of Metrology in the Department of Constants and Standards, in the Faculty 
of Management at Opole and Czestochowa Universities, in the Department of Economics at the 
Polish Academy of Sciences, in the Department of Anthropology at Wroclaw University, I believe 
that my scientific experience in practical, laboratory sciences requires the following statement: 
The whole system of managing the fight against COVID -19 since February 2020 disregards 
the experience of many doctors and clinics that drips of various vitamin carriers, oxygenated water, 
etc. 

In September 2021 in the common opinion (30-50% of people), since widespread treatment of this 
type (alternative medicine) would end the pandemic in a matter of weeks, the government-ordered 
management of the fight against COVID -19 either has another hidden agenda or is the result 
of a lack of analytical and methodological intelligence or fearfulness on the part of the Prime 
Minister or even the entire government, manifested by an infantile need to copy the common 
position from the media, from the West, from the world.

According to Professor Andrzej Frydrychowski, "a gigantic worldwide chaos in governance has 
been created." It has consequences. Here is just one example. On 27 April 2021, the headline reads: 
"NIK report on envelope election. State Tribunal for Morawiecki and devastating analysis"12. 
“Prime Minister was at the center of the entire operation [period of COVID-19]." 13 “Prime 
Minister's Office receives two legal analyses of the election activities. Both are devastating 
to Morawiecki". 14 Appeared conflict regarding the envelope election among deputies. 15 
All that shows what pressures exist from all sides in just managing the 2020 Pandemic (COVID – 
19).

4) Management and the problem of conceptual chaos in the world language

11 https://gumed.edu.pl/60270.html   https://dziennikbaltycki.pl/wladze-gumed-odcinaja-sie-od-emerytowanego-
profesora-gloszacego-ze-zapalenie-pluc-wywolane-koronawirusem-mozna-leczyc-woda/ar/c14-14824182 
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/myth-busters#supplements 
https://zdrowie.pap.pl/blog/byc-zdrowym/witamina-c-skuteczniejsza-niz-maseczki 
https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/zdrowie/metody-alternatywne/dmso-dimetylosulfotlenek-wlasciwosci-i-skutki-
uboczne-aa-xjBH-ibwo-mcDG.htm

12 I treat this as a piece of lack of reliable knowledge. money.pl/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych-to-nie-
byly-wybory-w-centrum-byl-mateusz-morawiecki. "about envelope elections – it was not election, 
Morawiecki was in the center" – example of the importance of management C19 = Every day it was super- 
"hot" in the era of management C19; hence the objective need for a meta-analysis like this. Newspapers: 
"The envelope election report is ready. It is only waiting for publication. He is critical of Morawiecki. 
The prime minister was at the center of the operation" – trumpeted (summer 2020) journalists.

13 Cf. on the case money.pl/wybory-kopertowe-wniosek-do-prokuratury : "envelope elections application to 
the prosecutor”; also: “the presidential election 2020 is illegal.” – Our analysis presents a different perspective
on pandemic management, cf. the NKVD instruction (1947), all in the context of scientific verification.

14 Ibidem. www.money.pl/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych. I present pandemic management in a completely
different light! – as a derivative of the disaster in the field of education controlled by the NKVD.

15 Cited after: https://www.money.pl/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych.

https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych
http://www.money.pl/gospodarka/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/nik-skontrolowal-wybory-kopertowe-czy-bedzie-wniosek-do-prokuratury-6630665355254560a.html
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych-to-nie-byly-wybory-sasina-w-centrum-byl-mateusz-morawiecki-6633479817321152a.html?utm_medium=push&utm_source=pushpushgo&utm_campaign=Money-push
https://www.money.pl/gospodarka/raport-nik-o-wyborach-kopertowych-to-nie-byly-wybory-sasina-w-centrum-byl-mateusz-morawiecki-6633479817321152a.html?utm_medium=push&utm_source=pushpushgo&utm_campaign=Money-push
https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/zdrowie/metody-alternatywne/dmso-dimetylosulfotlenek-wlasciwosci-i-skutki-uboczne-aa-xjBH-ibwo-mcDG.htm
https://www.poradnikzdrowie.pl/zdrowie/metody-alternatywne/dmso-dimetylosulfotlenek-wlasciwosci-i-skutki-uboczne-aa-xjBH-ibwo-mcDG.htm
https://zdrowie.pap.pl/blog/byc-zdrowym/witamina-c-skuteczniejsza-niz-maseczki
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/advice-for-public/myth-busters#supplements
https://dziennikbaltycki.pl/wladze-gumed-odcinaja-sie-od-emerytowanego-profesora-gloszacego-ze-zapalenie-pluc-wywolane-koronawirusem-mozna-leczyc-woda/ar/c14-14824182
https://dziennikbaltycki.pl/wladze-gumed-odcinaja-sie-od-emerytowanego-profesora-gloszacego-ze-zapalenie-pluc-wywolane-koronawirusem-mozna-leczyc-woda/ar/c14-14824182
https://gumed.edu.pl/60270.html


The government, the uninspected unverified scientists, and the intelligent people caused cosmic 
conceptual chaos in the sphere of pandemics, world chaos in management16. 

1. Contemporary management practice and theory has become the focus of economists, lawyers, 
social scientists, political scientists, theologians, vaticanists, military historians, historians, 
philosophers, logicians, mathematicians. 

2. Unfortunately, all available analysis is based on a faulty understanding of basic terms like left, 
right, stereotype, progress, enlightenment, Marxism vs. right-wing, retrograde, superstition, and 
conservatism. It concerns monetization, the struggle for profits, exclusion, benefits, idolatry 
of banks, survival by fitting in, the famous "order out of chaos", free market, liberalism, the struggle
for existence, Wojtyła's principles.17

3. During the pandemic, Darwinism, the idolatry of the evolutionary struggle ("the weak die"), 
developed in the minds of people. The pandemic is governed by monetarism, profit, benefit, the 
principle of struggle for existence and the principle of the right. Violation of common sense during 
a pandemic has disastrous consequences for the administration. The imposition of the Marxist ethos
of struggle for existence sparked a chain reaction in the country. There was no such ethos in the 
aforementioned JPII / JPS social system. The Marxist ethos of fighting for survival has gradually 
appeared in the new system imposed on Poland since February 6, 1989. 

4. From around October 2021, various thoughts of likelihood have emerged in society. There 
is a collective wisdom of analysis, of seeking the truth, of liking the truth, and not of instructions, 
orders. In October 2021 we can see a collective thought such as: The permanent state of 
mobilization of antibodies regardless of infection violates the principles of 1) religious and 
2) Marxist, materialistic thought, both 1) the principle of understanding man as a product of the 
Creator's thought and 2) man as a product an evolution lasting millions or even billions of years.

 5. The management of the C19 intensified numerous historical processes in Poland, raised protests 
and the human spirit. (There is also a spirit in the physics of "becoming" 18, in the physicist Leibniz)
This work is merely an attempt to notice this social phenomenon. Yes, people get confused because 
they don't have the right language. This was noticed in numerous statements by the journalist 
Bernard Margueritte. 

6. The management of COVID-19 sparked a left-wing, pro-social, pro-workers' pro-family 
opposition. – Similar to the successful coup d'état by "Mazurians" – the group of Marian Mazur, the
author of the brilliant work entitled "Cybernetics and character", in November 1990, then in 
the form of the ROP government of Jan Olszewski and the entire Movement for Reconstruction 
of Poland. It is the thinking of a series of left-wing social rebellions culminating in a successful so-
called "suicide" of Deputy Prime Minister Lepper, with all traces of it carefully covered up. And so, 

16 Global chaos, according to prof. Marek Miśkiewicz, from the Cracow University of Technology.
17 In the years 1980-89, a new extensive, deep social system was created in Poland, called JPII/JPS, after John 

Paul II, Jerzy Popiełuszko (JP) and Solidarity (S). This system was replaced with the current system (called 
"order out of chaos"). – From February 6, 1989 by the Polish branch of Smiersza (NKVD) under 
the command of generals of the Soviet army (Kiszczak and Jaruzelski). This system has been discussed 
in M. Zabierowski, "Cultural and social determinants of communication", Wrocław 2012, ISBN 978-83-
63900-00-7; "Image shaping analysis in psychology and management", vol. I-II, Wrocław 2015, ISBN 978-
83-65422-10-1; "Pedagogy and economics. Cybernetics, modeling and idealizing ”, Wrocław 2016, ISBN 
978-83-65422-26-2. "Pedagogy and management", Wrocław 2013, ISBN 978-83-63900-61-8.

18 M. Zabierowski, “The status of an observer in modern physics”, Institute of Physics, Wrocław University 
of Technology, monographs No.18, 1990.The book was read (with the help of translators) by Popper (LSE), 
John Archibald Wheeler. My research on LSE ended with a trial brought (against me by KGB officers, 
by professors of the Polytechnic associated with the pro-Soviet security services) at the Wrocław University 
of Technology during martial law in 1982 and 1983.



as a result of absurd government decisions (respirators, treatment ban imposed on Bodnar's clinic, 
absurd orders, etc.), part of the society has turned into a class that will never spare the prime 
minister for his decisions.

7. As people are furious with lockdowns, the defective government management of C-19 is used 
to fight the government, even in the EU, EP. Pandemic management has turned into a creeping 
revolution of the masses against lockdowns. 19 The creeping revolution is the carrier of the careers 
of 1. people who oppose the government and 2. people who fiercely support the government, both 
without analytical skills, without discoveries, theories, hypotheses, and with psychopathic 
personalities who, due to their decisiveness and flawed concretism, are still for the government 
more dangerous than the first group. 

3. In the understanding of the middle class, a new tyranny has arisen since February 2020; it has 
triggered reactions in the form of huge party masses, thus meetings in restaurants, and in hotels 
an avalanche of political guests and business travelers, who move on into the open air with sleds, 
backpacks, to beaches, and on bicycle trips. On 4 March 2020, a coronavirus has been detected 
(so they say, no one has seen the coronavirus or "sequenced" it) in Poland. During the year 4 March 
2020 – 4 March 2021 gyms were closed for 214 days, restaurants and pools for 195 days, hotels 129
days, shopping malls 85 days, forests and parks and boulevards 19 days, schools 188 – 233 days, 
muzzle order 183 days. These are the basics of a creeping revolution.

From February 2020, it can be seen that the entire right-left language is useless. senseless. This 
applies to such concepts as: {left-wing option, right-wing option, materialism, exclusion, 
empiricism, willingness to survive, JPII / JPS social system, that is: system of John Paul II, Fr. Jerzy
Popiełuszko (JP) and Solidarity (S) – 1980-1989}.

5) Management in Poland during the COVID-19 pandemic and the John 
Paul II’s error of alternativism (concretism). On methodological 
humanistic flaws of applied management methods. Are there possibilities of
verifying defective management? Concretism management, or the style of 
managing society understood as the object of reistic procedures

Due to the mismanagement of the pandemic (February 2020), great discontent, especially in the 
middle class, has increased in one year. It turned out that Polish science, especially the humanities 
(methodology is the humanities), but also economic, political, social and management sciences 20, 
came from the leadership of the pro-Soviet Workers' Party (PZPR). Since science has not been freed
from Soviet intimidation 21 and monitoring (no anti-Soviet lustration), scientists are unable to think 
creatively, self-born, originally, boldly, by loving the truth. 22 

1. Is pandemic management based on science or not?

2. The population overtook the professorship on the question of whether this management style was 
caused by a misjudgment of a pandemic? -A misjudgment by government advisers. Was it justified 

19 One can see it in everyday discussions since the summer 2020.
20 In physics, the employment has not been verified, too... 
21 Fundamental questions – about the meaning of Jaruzelski's various statements, decisions, analyses of Jerzy 

Popiełuszko (JP), JPII, destroying knowledge about the JPII/JPS Underground State (1980-1989), etc.
22 It concerns especially political scientists, lawyers, psychologists, graduates of administration and management.



to wait (not treating infections from February 2020) for vaccinations, blocking health centers, 
avoiding widespread television education about very easy treatment of COVID-19 infection, etc., 
etc., etc.

3. 3. It was the population, not professors, that asked the question: Is WHO an agency of the 
monetary system (bank-ism, bank-ster – ism)? The very fact that in this area of management there 
may be a narrative opposite to the official Western 23 (promoted by financial corporations) indicates
a) methodological gaps in the language of management,
b) shortcomings that were initially overlooked by millions of people (spring-summer 2020).

4) Pandemic management requires philosophical and methodological interpretations in the semantic
field of a set of concepts such as: {copying phrases from the West, commercial thought – especially 
of the Germans, the English, or, according to King John of Luxembourg, the French; the balance of 
the struggle with the West and with the Teutonic Knights 24, the sense of the Polish civilization of 
the continuum, whose executive organ was the liberum veto 25 ; the Ottoman assaults in southern 
Europe on the outskirts of Hungary, on the Danube line, the invasions of the Sultan's armies in 
Europe; the ideology of "the order out of the chaos" – free market system, capitalism; reduction of 
GDP after 1989 and depopulation after 1989; Prussian system 26, in the sense of Bonaparte; profits 
of large corporations 27 that decide how to manage the COVID-19 pandemic}

In order to recognize the problem of fighting the pandemic, historical modeling is necessary. Only 
a decade after the defeat of the Polish king at Varna (November 10, 1444, Wladislaus III of Varna
28), Constantinople fell. King Władysław III of Varna was betrayed by his allies, especially by the 
Venetians and the papacy. The then powers betrayed the king of Poland in order to earn money on ...
defending Hungary against Islam. 

The Western nobility betrayed the Polish empire of covariant thought in order to earn a living by 
fighting with Islam and helping the Ottoman Empire. It is very similar to fighting the pandemic 
from February 2020. The catastrophe of Christian Europe was complete. 

Will our civilization collapse as a result of mismanaged pandemic? The result of the short-range 
political heuristics of the Palatine of Europe (the founding fathers of Western "marketing and 
managerial thought") was the defeat at Mohacz and the tragic fall of Hungary – the great 
civilization of Christian thought in 1526. Companies are making money by treason in the fight 
against the c-19 virus.

In the 18th century, European trade "thought" brought the most powerful kingdom of Latin 
civilization from sea to sea down. The Polish nobility did not perceive this phenomenal 
manifestation of marketing (management) in Europe as an impending historical threat. The analogy 
with the pandemic is visible.

23 - Narrative of big pharma.
24 - The Roman Empire, the Papacy; the big houses of the feudals.
25 According to Bonaparte, Europe went in a different direction than the Latin (Polish) civilization of the 

continuum class, the executive body of which was the Polish liberum veto.
26 In the understanding of Valery Giscard d'Estaing ("The Victory of Napoleon's Army"), Germany has not yet 

liberated itself from the Prussian partition. Napoleon's victory lies in revealing the problem of great satrapy – 
Prussia and Russia.

27 There are people who know these issues from personal contacts, but here it is more important to reconstruct 
objectivistically rather than psychologically.

28 “Wladislaus, Dei gracia [by God’s grace] rex [king] Polonie, Hungarie, Dalmacie, Croacie, Bulgarie / .../ Lythuanie 
princeps suppremus, Russieque dominus et heres.”



6) Controversy over pandemic management since February 2020. Important 
issues that doctors are unable to explain.

In the course of the year of the pandemic, doctors became a caste that was widely hated, not least 
in the middle class.

Pandemic management forms searches of the semantic field of the set: {technocratic style of 
management, bank-ster thinking style 29 , wearing masks30, financier and big-bank management 
theories, a possible mistake in all our language, in all the metaphysics, elaboration of economic 
observations 31, Fr. Włodzimierz Sedlak's theory of "homo electronicus"}.

In assessing pandemic management, it is essential to analyze words such as {objective knowledge, 
corporate medicine versus traditional medicine, number of deaths, virus avoiding private clinics; 
well-educated people with specialization; an anti-social conspiracy, viral observations; 
technocratism vs management; Wojtyła's detailed metaphysics of the individual fact}. In the 
absence of vetting, the terrorized doctors and intelligentsia (psychologists, political scientists) did 
not have the strength (concept) to answer the government that pan-corporatist (copying) 
management was flawed. 

It concerns the meaning of the words such as {numbers of infections, deaths, conjectures about the 
truthfulness of the copied sentences, modeling, explanation, linguistic inventions, the role of reptile 
brain vs human potential brain}.

Pandemic management discovers (shows) that the human brain defies the reptilian brain, as it is 
called in anthropology. The pandemic offers us new topics and research projects in sociology, 
psychology, social sciences and the humanities.

The government in Poland completely ignored the analyzes (indications) of the best scientists about 
the risk and did not react; the government did not start the debate, did not react to the memoranda, 
as if it did not care about the risk of national failure. The government ignored the scientists' call 
(December 2020), as it ignored the advice of Dr. Bodnar and other prominent experts on treating 
infections and advice from virologists in February 2020.

The government, through its management of the pandemic, has consistently persecuted the nation's 
very passion for the truth; to persecute the professional ethics of doctors like the Polish United 
Workers' Party, as the center of the organization of work and learning, which haunted the passion 
for learning the truth and professional ethics of scientists.

Since February 2020, the government has been unnecessarily sacrificing its reputation on the altar 
of copying the mindset of multinational corporations. The government – by copying the pattern of 
the West – voluntarily got rid of its inventive dynamics.

It is becoming apparent that there is no pandemic management without a philosophical analysis of 
the words {morbidity increase, telephone treatment, immunodeficiency, cerebral hypoxia, fear 
control, hysteria, education, bronchitis and pneumonia}.

29 The styles of thought in medicine of dr Ludwik Fleck, a Lviv physician. Dr Ludwik Fleck preceded T. Kuhn’s 
methodological theories.

30 April 2021: You don't have to wear a mask in the car, at home, and in 10 places. https://10-miejsc-gdzie-nie-musisz-
nosic-maseczki-tu-nie-dostaniesz-mandatu (places-where-you-don't-have-to-wear-masks-not-not-get-a-ticket)

31 However, not the study of astronomical observations, and perhaps it is here that the management of facts, 
observations must be learned?

https://gazetawroclawska.pl/10-miejsc-gdzie-nie-musisz-nosic-maseczki-tu-nie-dostaniesz-mandatu/ga/c15-15574677/zd/49119175
https://gazetawroclawska.pl/10-miejsc-gdzie-nie-musisz-nosic-maseczki-tu-nie-dostaniesz-mandatu/ga/c15-15574677/zd/49119175


The existence of a pandemic in government management is also correlated with devolution. Quite 
often the devotee group "justifies" that a pandemic is necessary for God to punish the left (the left-
wing option) for sexual excesses, such as Epstein's stratum (class – Marxist class struggle) 
pedophilia. 

Let us mention that Fr. Isakowicz-Zalewski pointed out that the clergy, unfortunately, concealed this
struggle, and even supported the manifestations of this struggle (lifestyle, pedophilia class). 

A narrow class of bigots – a rather lazy intelligentsia, often living on a modest monopoly rent – 
supports defective government management and does not criticize management errors. This class 
(of devotion) takes seriously the "information" of the government (about the alleged pandemic) – 
as evidence of God's intervention. – As God's punishment for the conduct of the right-wing class of 
owners of capital, which is (since 2018 – Epstein’s pedophilia ) called Marxism and the left-wing 
option.

God punishes with a virus – this option living on property. In terms of the modest devotees (who 
introduce themselves as the right-wing), punishing the right-wing option (the owners of capital, 
what the devotees call the left-wing option) is necessary, and that punishment is this pandemic.

We believe that observing what the authorities do has political sense and is important for social 
sciences and management. Management analysis has a cultural and creative significance because it 
allows us to rationalize our judgments about social existence and social decisions. It also allows 
us to see the errors in the language imposed since 1989 by the Polish branch of Smiersza (NKVD) 
under the management of Soviet generals, Cz. Kiszczak and W. Jaruzelski.

So, it is clear that the “existence” of the pandemic is correlated with the devolution. 32 

Conclusions.

Locks, prohibitions and orders to block access to treatment were wrong. Vaccination does not 
protect against infection. It was a mistake to create hysteria of waiting – from February 2020 – 
for vaccines (instead of treatment).

In the spring of 2021, government professors groundlessly and unscientifically accuse the 
population, not themselves, of irrational behavior. They find it hard to admit that they did not have 
the ability. If vaccination does not help, then vaccine passports are a management mistake. 

The whole conceptual system related to the management of the fight against the pandemic (?) 
COVID-19 is derived from the infrastructure of education controlled by Soviet services. Even 

The analysis shows that the entire governance that has been implemented since February 2020 
violates the principles of the Polish continuum civilization, whose executive organ was the liberum 
veto. 

32 Since 1989, the Polish branch of NKVD’Smersh has imposed a flawed language, including left-right terminology. 
Solvency is a feature of the aristocratic right, such as Izabella Czartoryska, and not the peasants and workers (of the
left). Sexual excesses, homosexuality, pedophilia, raping of the prettiest peasants' wives and daughters were the 
domain of the nobility, not the other way around, of the right, not the left. For this reason, the nobility, and therefore
the Right, not the Left, suffered 100% from syphilis infection, while this infection was unknown among peasants, 
agricultural workers, peasant laborers, unless from the rape of the nobility on peasant women, on the prettier 
peasant wives and daughters.



There are historical analogies of the management of the pandemic to intellectual underdevelopment 
of the social, commercial thought of Europeans in the 15th and 16th centuries. The greed for profit 
liquidated the most powerful kingdom of Latin civilization – and the nobility did not see the 
impending danger. The analogy with the commercial aspect of the pandemic is clearly visible with 
the collapse of the Hungarian Empire of Christian Thought. 33 

In the analysis of the pandemic management, the culture-forming aspect appears, e.g., one can 
distinguish the segmentation of social being, unacceptable from the point of view of the decade of 
Wojtyła's (JPII) Underground State of Solidarity (S), in which Jerzy Popiełuszko's (JP) reflections 
formed a new social-economical system. JPII/JPS. 

Every nation has its discoveries, wonderful people. – Analysts, discoverers, inventors, creators of 
the deepest humanities as understanding concepts, i.e. constructors of new landscapes of adaptation:
adaptation – like bridges – of various concepts understood as isolated islands. Meanwhile, when 
looking at the government's achievements during the pandemic, it can be seen (from February 2020)
that the authorities disregarded all the capital of wisdom and good advice that has arisen in Polish 
society.

33 Viktor Orbán is addressing that thought.


